To Recuse or not to Recuse, that is the Question: The Rising Tide of Money in State Judicial
Elections and the Need for Legitimate Recusal Reform
By Michael L. Shields1
I. Introduction
The defining characteristics of the American judicial system are its impartiality and
independence. Unlike the legislative and executive branches of our government who are directly
accountable to the people who elect them, the judiciary is accountable only to the law and
Constitution.2

Unfortunately, due to several recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions, the

independence and impartiality of the nation’s state judiciaries have been threatened by two
developments: (1) the weakening of restrictions on the conduct of elected state judges and
judicial candidates, and (2) the concomitant increase in spending in state judicial elections by
candidates and special interest groups.3 These threats to our state courts are very real and very
troubling as the election of state judges is the rule, not the exception, in the United States.4
A hidden cost of this escalating spending and weakening of restrictions on candidates in
judicial elections “is the erosion of public confidence in the fairness of the judicial system.”5 A
2009 USA Today/Gallup poll found that 89 percent of respondents “believed that the influence of
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campaign contributions on the decisions of judges was problematic.”6 Similarly, a 2009 Harris
Interactive national poll found that 80 percent of Americans “believed that judges should not
hear cases involving campaign contributors.”7
In fact, judges themselves are concerned that campaign contributions are affecting their
judicial decision-making. In a 2001 Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research poll, “almost half of
the 2,428 state court judges polled indicated that they believed campaign contributions
influenced decisions.”8 Moreover, 80 percent of the same judges polled “believe that with
campaign contributions, interest groups are trying to use the courts to shape policy.”9
Confirming the foregoing perceptions, a recent study sponsored by the American
Constitution Society for Law and Policy (“ACS”) and conducted by Joanna Shepherd
(“Shepherd”), Associate Professor of Law at Emory University School of Law; found there is a
“significant relationship between business group contributions to state supreme court justices and
the voting of those justices in cases involving business matters”10—“[t]he more campaign
contributions from business interests justices receive, the more likely they are to vote for
business litigants appearing before them in court.”11 Moreover, the data compiled for this study
also revealed “that a justice who receives half of his or her contributions from business groups
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would be expected to vote in favor of business interests almost two-thirds of the time.”12 Most
interestingly, the data from this study also showed “that there is a stronger relationship between
business contributions and justices’ voting among justices affiliated with the Democratic Party
than among justices affiliated with the Republican Party.”13 Shepherd explained the reason for
this phenomenon: “[b]ecause Republican justices tend to be more ideologically predisposed to
favor business interests, additional business contributions may not have as large of an influence
on them as they do on Democratic justices.”14
This article argues that the best way to protect the impartiality and independence of our
state judiciaries is for state supreme courts to adopt per se rules requiring the disqualification of
judges because of judicial campaign contributions and independent expenditures made by
litigants, their attorneys, and special interest groups. Part II of this article summarizes the
unfortunate state of the current judicial election system in the U.S. due in large part to recent
U.S. Supreme Court rulings. Part III of this article argues why recusal reform is the most
effective solution to restoring the impartiality and independence of our state judiciaries and also
explains which per se disqualification rule best serves as the national model that should be
adopted. Part IV concludes that swift action needs to be taken to restore the impartiality and
independence of the judiciary and the best way to do so is for state supreme courts to adopt
recusal reform.
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II. Why Now? What Has Changed?
A. The Invalidation of the Announce Clause in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White15
In an effort to protect the independence and impartiality of judges, the American Bar
Association (“ABA”) and many states, have adopted codes of judicial conduct detailing “what
judicial candidates or sitting judges running for retention, reelection, or election to a higher court
can and cannot do or say during the campaign.”16 Until recently, there were two key components
to these special restrictions, first, “the codes of judicial conduct limited the ability of judicial
candidates to talk about hot button issues and make promises about what they would do if
elected,”17 and second, “the codes set restrictions on how judicial campaigns were to handle
fundraising.”18 As a result of these codes, “judicial elections were ‘low-key affairs, conducted
with civility and dignity,’ with very little in terms of campaign spending and media
advertising.”19 In addition, “[c]andidates talked about their experience and reputations, and
avoided making any controversial statements.”20 This state of affairs changed “in the late 1990s
and early 2000s when legal challenges were brought against some state Codes of Judicial
Conduct”21 in an effort to make judicial elections treated more like legislative or executive
elections.
The issue concerning “the restrictions on what judicial candidates could say on the
campaign trail,”22 was addressed in the case of Republican Party of Minnesota v. White.23 In
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White, the plaintiff was “a judicial candidate for the Minnesota Supreme Court [who] alleged
that Minnesota’s announce clause, the judicial canon prohibiting judicial candidates from
announcing their views on disputed legal or political issues, violated the [plaintiff’s] free speech
rights by preventing him from responding to voter and media inquiries about his views.”24 The
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct Canon provision read: “[A] candidate for a judicial office,
including an incumbent judge, shall not announce his or her views on disputed legal or political
issues.”25 The plaintiff “argued that without being able to hear him speak about his views,
citizens and the press would be unable to make an informed decision about whether to support or
oppose his candidacy.”26
Justice Antonin Scalia, writing for the majority of the U.S. Supreme Court, “held that the
Minnesota canon violated the First Amendment of the Constitution”27 ruling that “the announce
clause both prohibits speech on the basis of its content and burdens a category of speech that is
‘at the core of our First Amendment freedoms’—speech about the qualifications of candidates
for public office.”28 The Court, “while recognizing the reasoning underpinning restrictions like
the announce clause—maintaining judicial independence by keeping judicial candidates from
seeming to prejudge cases or issues while campaigning—held that states could not prohibit
judicial candidates from stating and discussing their views on disputed legal and political
issues.”29 What was most troubling about the Court’s decision was the conclusion reached by
Justice Scalia that judicial elections are more like legislative elections:
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But in any case, Justice GINSBURG greatly exaggerates the
difference between judicial and legislative elections. She asserts
that ‘the rationale underlying unconstrained speech in elections for
political office—that representative government depends on the
public’s ability to choose agents who will act at its behest—does
not carry over to campaigns for the bench.’ This complete
separation of the judiciary from the enterprise of ‘representative
government’ might have some truth in those countries where
judges neither make law themselves nor set aside the laws enacted
by the legislature. It is not a true picture of the American system.
Not only do state-court judges possess the power to ‘make’
common law, but they have the immense power to shape the
States’ constitutions as well. Which is precisely why the election
of state judges became popular.30

In dissent, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, argued that judges “perform a function
fundamentally different from that of the people’s elected representatives,”31 and that “this
uniqueness calls for certain restraints on speech.”32 Justice Ginsburg further stated: “Unlike,
their counterparts in the political branches, judges are expected to refrain from catering to
particular constituencies or committing themselves on controversial issues in advance of
adversarial presentation. Their mission is to decide ‘individual cases and controversies’ on
individual records…neutrally applying legal principles, and, when necessary, ‘stand[ing] up to
what is generally supreme in a democracy: the popular will.’”33
Prior to White, special interest groups “would make endorsements with little information
because candidates would not speak out on the issues important to those groups.”34 Following
White, “many states revised their codes of judicial conduct to conform to the decision”35 and as a
result of these changes, special interest groups “became very active surveying candidates,”36
30
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seeking their opinions on controversial issues upon which judicial candidate endorsements and
appeals to voters would be based. Now that special interest groups have more information
concerning the views of judicial candidates as per the influx of candidate surveys, and as will be
explained below, these groups are contributing more money to judicial candidates than ever
before thanks in large part to White.
B. Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.37: A By-Product of White?
In the judicial elections following the White decision, judicial races have progressively
become more expensive as unprecedented amounts of money are being contributed to candidates
by wealthy individuals, political parties, businesses, unions, and political action committees.
Between 2000 and 2009, candidate fundraising in competitive elections for state supreme court
more than doubled from 1990 to 1999—fundraising rose from $83.3 million to $206.4 million.38
High court elections in 19 states set fundraising records in the 2000-2009 decade.39 During the
2009-10 election cycle, “candidates raised more than $38 million, approximately $11.5 million
of which was independent in nature.”40 Moreover, “[i]n three of the last six election cycles,
candidates raised a total of more than $45 million.”41
In some states, small groups of “super spenders” have started to assume “a dominant role,
seeking to sway judicial elections with mostly secret money.”42 In 2009, the U.S. Supreme
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Court decided Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.,43 a West Virginia case that addressed “whether
Due Process requires recusal when a major financial supporter appears before a judge or justice
whom his or her support helped to elect.”44 In August 2002, a West Virginia jury returned a
verdict that found A.T. Massey Coal Company and its affiliates (hereinafter “Massey”) “liable
for fraudulent misrepresentation, concealment, and tortious interference with existing contractual
relations.”45

The jury awarded Hugh Caperton and various other Massey competitors

(collectively known as “Caperton”) “the sum of $50 million in compensatory and punitive
damages.”46 “After the verdict, but before the appeal, West Virginia held its 2004 judicial
elections”47 and Don Blankenship, Massey’s Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and President,
decided to support the candidacy of Brent Benjamin, a candidate seeking to replace incumbent
Justice McGraw on the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia.48

“In addition to

contributing the $1,000 statutory maximum to Benjamin’s campaign committee, Blankenship
donated almost $2.5 million to ‘And For The Sake of the Kids,’ a political organization formed
under 26 U.S.C. § 527,”49 which “opposed McGraw and supported Benjamin.”50 In addition,
Blankenship spent “just over $500,000 on independent expenditures-for direct mailings and
letters soliciting donations as well as television and newspaper advertisements”51 in support of
Benjamin.52 All told, Blankenship’s “$3 million in contributions were more than the total
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amount spent by all other Benjamin supporters and three times the amount spent by Benjamin’s
own committee.”53
Brent Benjamin won the 2004 judicial election. In 2005, before Massey filed its petition
for appeal in the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia, Caperton moved to disqualify
now-Justice Benjamin under the Due Process Clause and the West Virginia Code of Judicial
Conduct “based on the conflict caused by Blankenship’s campaign involvement.”54 In 2006,
Justice Benjamin denied the motion stating that he found “no objective information…to show
that [he] has a bias for or against any litigant, that [he] has prejudged the matters which comprise
this litigation, or that [he] will be anything but fair and impartial.”55
In 2007, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals reversed the $50 million verdict
imposed against Massey, with Justice Benjamin casting the tie-breaking vote.56 Caperton sought
re-hearing and moved for the disqualification of three of the five justices, including Benjamin,
who decided the appeal.57 Two of the three justices recused themselves, but Justice Benjamin
did not.58 Caperton then moved a third time for Justice Benjamin’s disqualification, arguing that
he failed to apply the correct recusal standard under West Virginia law.59 Caperton also included
the results of a public opinion poll which indicated that over 67 percent of West Virginians
“doubted Justice Benjamin would be fair and impartial.”60
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In 2008, a divided court again reversed the $50 million jury verdict, and again Justice
Benjamin cast the tie-breaking vote for the Court.61 In a concurring opinion, Justice Benjamin
defended his decision not to disqualify himself stating that he had no “direct, personal,
substantial, pecuniary interest in this case.”62 The case was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court,
which reversed.
In a decision authored by Justice Anthony Kennedy, the U.S. Supreme Court held that:
[I]n some cases, circumstances—including the amount of the
contribution, the proportional size of the contribution related to
other campaign fundraising and expenditures, the probable impact
of the contribution on the election, and the timing of the
litigation—may require recusal because ‘there is a serious risk of
actual bias.’63
Applying this rule, the Court held that Blankenship’s campaign efforts, and more specifically, his
contributions in comparison to the total amount contributed to the campaign and the total amount
spent in the election, had “a significant and disproportionate influence on the electoral
outcome.”64 The Court also pointed to the fact that although no quid pro quo arrangement
existed, Blankenship’s “extraordinary contributions” to Benjamin were made at a time when
Blankenship had a vested stake in the outcome vis-à-vis who would hear the appeal of the $50
million jury verdict.65 The Court concluded that Blankenship’s “significant and disproportionate
influence-coupled with the temporal relationship between the election and the pending case‘offer[ed] a possible temptation to the average…judge to…lead him not to hold the balance nice,
clear and true.’”66
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Although the Court declined to set any objective guidelines for how judges should make
disqualification decisions in future cases, the Court pointed to state codes of judicial conduct as
“’[t]he principal safeguard against judicial campaign abuses’ that threaten to imperil ‘public
confidence in the fairness and integrity of the nation’s elected judges.’”67 As such, the Court
instructed states to “adopt recusal standards more rigorous than due process requires”68 in an
effort to have disqualification disputes resolved without having state courts looking to the Due
Process Clause and the standard adopted by the Court in Caperton. By acknowledging that large
campaign contributions to judicial candidates undermines the impartiality of the judiciary in
addition to the public faith in that impartiality, Justice Kennedy, in speaking for the Court and
citing his concurring opinion in White, implicitly admitted that judicial elections are indeed
different from legislative elections:
Courts, in our system, elaborate principles of law in the course of
resolving disputes. The power and the prerogative of a court to
perform this function rest, in the end, upon the respect accorded to
its judgments. The citizen’s respect for judgments depends in turn
upon the issuing court’s absolute probity. Judicial integrity is, in
consequence, a state interest of the highest order.69 (emphasis
added.)
C. Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission70: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back
Just when it appeared the U.S. Supreme Court was moving in the direction of protecting
judicial independence and impartiality by treating judicial elections differently than legislative
and executive branch elections, the Court took two steps backwards just six months after
Caperton when it decided the case of Citizens United v. FEC in January 2010. In that case, the
Supreme Court—in a decision ironically written by Justice Kennedy—ruled that Section 203 of
67
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the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (“BCRA”), 2 U.S.C. § 441b, violated the First
Amendment.71

The decision thereby allowed corporations and unions to use their general

treasury monies to make independent expenditures for speech that constitutes an “electioneering
communication”72 or for speech that expressly advocates the election or defeat of a candidate.73
The Court’s primary conclusion was that independent expenditures, including those made by
corporations and unions, do not give rise to corruption or the appearance of corruption insofar as
such expenditures are made without any coordination or prearrangement with candidates.74 The
Court attempted to reconcile its prior holding in Caperton with its holding in Citizens United by
stating that Caperton was a due process case while Citizens United was a free speech case:
Caperton held that a judge was required to recuse himself ‘when a
person with a personal stake in a particular case had a significant
and disproportionate influence in placing the judge on the case by
raising funds or directing the judge’s election campaign when the
case was pending or imminent.’ The remedy of recusal was based
on a litigant’s due process rights to a fair trial before an unbiased
judge. Caperton’s holding was limited to the rule that the judge
must be recused, not that the litigant’s political speech could be
banned.75

Regardless of whether the Court can satisfactorily reconcile Caperton with Citizens
United, there is no denying the Court’s ruling in Citizens United will have a profound effect on
judicial elections throughout the U.S.

By invalidating state prohibitions on independent

expenditures made by corporations and unions in all elections, the Citizen’s United decision
allowed corporations and unions to make unlimited independent expenditures in all judicial
elections as well.
71
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This realization did not go unnoticed by Justice John Paul Stevens. In his dissent in
Citizens United, Justice Stevens remarked: “At a time when concerns about the conduct of
judicial elections have reached a fever pitch the Court today unleashes the floodgates of
corporate and union general treasury spending in these races.”76 While Justice Stevens hoped
that “[p]erhaps ‘Caperton motions’ will catch some of the worst abuses,”77 he admitted such
recusal motions “will be small comfort to those states that, after today, may no longer have the
ability to place modest limits on corporate electioneering even if they believe such limits to be
critical to maintaining the integrity of their judicial systems.”78
As a result of Citizens United, it is likely that independent spending from special interest
groups, most notably corporations and unions, will increase as a percentage of all the money
spent in future judicial elections throughout the country thereby leading to more expensive,
contentious judicial races, which will further undermine judicial impartiality and independence.79

III. Recusal Reform Is the Most Viable Alternative to Protect the Independence and Impartiality
of State Judiciaries
Adam Liptak recently and rightly concluded that one message should be gleaned from the
combined holdings of Caperton and Citizens United—the U.S. Supreme Court views the nation’s
judiciary as more vulnerable to the influence of money than legislators and other elected
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officials.80 That said, and with the near-certain increase in the amount of money raised and spent
in future state judicial elections in the U.S., state policymakers need to take action now to protect
the independence and impartiality of their respective judiciaries. However, the Supreme Court’s
irreconcilable holdings in White, Caperton, and Citizens United have placed state policymakers
in an uncertain position. On one hand, the Court in Caperton has encouraged states to impose
new disqualification rules in order to protect judges from the perceived corrupting effects of
large campaign contributions and independent expenditures. On the other hand, states must do
so in a post-White and post-Citizens United world that allows judicial candidates to comment on
controversial legal and political issues and erases the rules governing independent spending for
corporations and unions.81
One proposed solution would be for states to eliminate judicial elections altogether and
adopt an appointive or merit-based selection system whereby bipartisan nominating commissions
pick slates of candidates for the governor, who then picks from that list.82 Voters would then
periodically decide whether to retain these judges.83 Proponents argue that merit selection is the
only adequate way for judges to be selected without the influence of money that comes with the
judicial elections process.84 However, there are two drawbacks to this system, one procedural,
the other substantive—(1) adopting merit selection requires the adoption of a constitutional
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amendment, which can take a long time to adopt, and (2) “[s]urveys reveal that over 75 percent
of the U.S. public prefers elections over appointments for selecting judges.”85
Another alternative is the adoption of public financing of state judicial elections, which
unlike the merit selection option, is a statutory remedy that can be adopted by simple majorities
within state legislatures. Public financing of judicial elections eliminates the need for judicial
candidates to raise large sums of money and thus be beholden to special interest groups when
they are elected to the bench.86 However, this option has proven to be ineffective for two
reasons. First, because public financing systems can be adopted by simple majorities within a
state legislature, they too can also be de-funded or repealed pursuant to such simple majorities.
For example, Wisconsin’s public financing system was repealed in June 2011 after one judicial
election87 and North Carolina’s public financing system was recently repealed after being in
existence for almost 10 years.88 Second, in 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court found that the
matching funds scheme in Arizona’s public financing statute violated the First Amendment in
Arizona Free Enterprise Club v. Bennett.89 In that case, the Court rejected arguments that
“leveling the playing field” or alleviating the corruptive influence of large campaign
contributions were state interests compelling enough to justify the burdens on free speech
imposed by the Arizona statute on non-participating candidates and independent expenditure
groups.90 Due to the Supreme Court’s ruling in Bennett, it appears likely that in those remaining
states with public financing systems, fewer judicial candidates will choose to participate on
85
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account of the fact they will no longer be able to go “dollar for dollar” with better-financed nonparticipating candidates and their independent expenditure groups.91
The third, and most feasible alternative, is for state high courts to require by rule the
disqualification of judges in cases where campaign contributions and independent spending raise
reasonable questions about a judge’s impartiality. What is most appealing about this alternative
when compared to merit selection and public financing is the time it would take to adopt such a
rule—recusal reform would take a shorter amount of time to adopt as state supreme courts do not
need outside approval by state legislatures or governors when promulgating rules governing the
conduct of judges and judicial candidates. Although this alternative would not eliminate the
judicial election systems in the U.S., it would at least restore independence and impartiality to
the judiciary by protecting sitting judges from the appearance of bias and impartiality following
their election to the bench.
As mentioned above, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Caperton that serious threats
to judicial impartiality can arise when judges preside over the cases of campaign contributors or
special interest groups who make independent expenditures supporting or opposing the judge’s
candidacy.92 However, after reviewing the Court’s decision in Caperton, it has been a challenge
for state high courts to devise clear rules because the Court said little about when the
requirements of Due Process require judges to disqualify themselves beyond holding that three
million dollars spent by one “super spender” in a judicial supreme court race creates “a serious
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risk of actual bias.”93 In his dissent in Caperton, Chief Justice John Roberts quipped that the
new standard established by the Court was “inherently boundless.”94
In an effort to provide some clarity on this issue, immediately following the Court’s
decision in Caperton, then-American Bar Association (“ABA”) President H. Thomas Wells
announced that the ABA was going to develop “a series of guidelines for courts to assess
whether contributions to judges’ campaigns implicate the due process rights of parties appearing
before them”95 as a way “to restore the public confidence in our courts so critical to preserving
our government of laws.”96 As such, the ABA’s Standing Committee on Judicial Independence
(“SCJI”)97 submitted a resolution and report on judicial disqualification that was adopted by the
ABA House of Delegates during the ABA’s Annual Meeting in August 2011.98 ABA HOD
Resolution 107 (2011) states as follows:
RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association urges states to
establish clearly articulated procedures for:
A. Judicial disqualification determinations; and
B. Prompt review by another judge or tribunal, or as otherwise
provided by law or rule of court, of denials of requests to
disqualify a judge.
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association
urges states in which judges are subject to elections of any kind to
adopt:
A. Disclosure requirements for litigants and lawyers who have
provided, directly or indirectly, campaign support in an
election involving a judge before whom they are appearing.
93
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B. Guidelines for judges
concerning disclosure and
disqualification obligations regarding campaign contributions.
FUTHER RESOLVED, That the Standing Committee on Ethics
and Professional Responsibility and the Standing Committee on
Professional Discipline should proceed on an expedited basis to
consider what amendments, if any, should be made to the ABA
Model Code of Judicial Conduct or to the ABA Model Rules of
Professional Conduct to provide necessary additional guidance to
the states on disclosure requirements and standards for judicial
disqualification.

In the report that accompanied HOD Resolution 107, the SCJI pointed out that with the
recent White, Caperton, and Citizens United decisions, “there is an urgent need for States to have
in place prompt, effective, and transparent disqualification procedures.”99 The SCJI also stated
that it is important that each State, in particular those jurisdictions where judges face some form
of election, “expeditiously review existing policies and procedures for disqualification, both
judge-initiated (sua sponte) and on motion.”100 The SCJI also asserted that as a result of the
dramatic escalation in campaign support by independent entities and special interest groups,
states should commit resources to adopt administrative procedures that will help elected judges
identify potential conflicts of interest surrounding campaign contributions received from
potential parties during his or her judicial campaign prior to a case being scheduled for hearing
or disposition.101

In addition to providing further disclosure to judges, the SCJI also

recommended that state judiciaries should consider incorporating into their disqualification
standards “a non-exclusive list of factors to be considered by a judge in determining whether
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disqualification is appropriate in the campaign support context.”102 More specifically, the SCJI
suggested that state judiciaries adopt the following factors put forth by the Conference of Chief
Justices in its amicus curiae brief in Caperton:
(a) The level of support given, directly or indirectly, by a litigant
in relation both to aggregate support (direct and indirect) for
the individual judge’s [or opponent’s] campaign and to the
total amount spent by all candidates for that judgeship;
(b) If the support is monetary, whether any distinction between
direct contributions or independent expenditures bears on the
disqualification question;
(c) The timing of support in relation to the case for which
disqualification is sought;
(d) If the supporter is not a litigant, the relationship, if any,
between the supporter and (i) any of the litigants, (ii) the issue
before the court, (iii) the judicial candidate [or opponent], and
(iv) the total support received by the judicial candidate [or
opponent] and the total support received by all candidates for
that judgeship.103
Following the lead of the SCJI, some state supreme courts104 have attempted to reform
their recusal rules in accordance with the Supreme Court’s directive to enact “recusal standards
more rigorous than due process requires.”105
The issue of campaign spending and its effect on judicial impartiality was not first
addressed in 2009 when the Court decided Caperton. In 1999, the ABA Model Code of Judicial
Conduct was amended to include Canon 3(E)(1)(e) which required disqualification when: “the
judge knows or learns by means of a timely motion that a party or a party’s lawyer has within the
102
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previous [ ] year[s] made aggregate* contributions to the judge’s campaign in an amount that is
greater than [[ [$ ] for an individual or [$ ] for an entity] ]] [[is reasonable and appropriate for
an individual or an entity]].”106
This rule was retained and re-codified as Rule 2.11(A)(4) in the 2007 ABA Model Code
of Judicial Conduct with minor changes: “The judge knows or learns by means of a timely
motion that a party, a party’s lawyer, or the law firm of a party’s lawyer has within the previous
[insert number] year[s] made aggregate contributions to the judge’s campaign in an amount that
is greater than $[insert amount] for an individual or $[insert amount] for an entity [is reasonable
and appropriate for an individual or an entity].”107
As a practical matter, ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4) is easy to apply—“when aggregate
contributions exceed a preset level, disqualification is automatic, with no further analysis
required.”108 But according to the Brennan Center for Justice, ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4) in its
current form should not be adopted by state judiciaries on account of the fact that it “does not
sufficiently address the full array of contemporary campaign spending.”109 For example, ABA
Rule 2.11(A)(4) only applies “to contributions made directly to judicial candidates”110 and “does
not call for recusal based on independent campaign expenditures of the sort that triggered
disqualification in Caperton.”111 Another deficiency with ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4) identified by
the Brennan Center for Justice is that ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4) also “opens the door to
gamesmanship by lawyers and litigants, who may attempt to engage in judge-shopping by
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making a disqualifying campaign contribution to a disfavored judge.”112 The ABA Standing
Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility and the ABA Standing Committee on
Professional Discipline attempted to remedy the foregoing deficiencies by submitting a
resolution and report before the ABA House of Delegates during the 2013 Annual Meeting
asking that appropriate changes be made to ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4).113

Unfortunately, the

resolution was withdrawn by the ABA House of Delegates.114
Until ABA Rule 2.11(A)(4) is properly amended, state supreme courts would be better
served to look to other states who have adopted per se disqualification rules that address both
contributions and independent expenditures and look to specific factors when determining
whether disqualification is appropriate in the campaign support context. Having said that, the
per se disqualification rules that should serve as models for the rest of the country were recently
adopted by the Supreme Courts of Georgia and Tennessee. Effective September 8, 2011, the
Georgia Supreme Court amended its Code of Judicial Conduct to require that a judge is
disqualified when:
[T]he judge has received or benefited from an aggregate* amount
of campaign contributions* or support* so as to create a reasonable
question as to the judge’s impartiality. When determining
impartiality with respect to campaign contributions* or support,*
the following may be considered:
(i) amount of the contribution* or support*;
(ii) timing of the contribution* or support*;
(iii) relationship of contributor or supporter to the parties;
(iv) impact of contribution* or support*;
(v) nature of contributor’s prior political activities or support* and
prior relationship with the judge;
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(vi) nature of case pending and its importance to the parties or
counsel;
(vii) contributions* made independently in support of the judge
over and above the maximum allowable contribution* which may
be contributed to the candidate; and
(viii) any factor relevant to the issue of campaign contributions* or
support* that causes the judge’s impartiality to be questioned.115

Similarly, effective July 1, 2012, the Tennessee Supreme Court adopted a new code of
judicial conduct that includes a provision requiring disqualification when:
The judge knows or learns by means of a timely motion that a
party, a party’s lawyer, or the law firm of a party’s lawyer has
made contributions or given such support to the judge’s campaign
that the judge’s impartiality might reasonably be questioned.116

Comment 7 to this rule then provides a detailed list of circumstances that should be considered in
assessing whether recusal is appropriate:
(1) The level of support or contributions given, directly or
indirectly, by a litigant in relation both to aggregate support (direct
or indirect) for the individual judge’s campaign and to the total
amount spent by all candidate for that judgeship;
(2) If the support is monetary, whether any distinction between
direct contributions or independent expenditures bears on the
disqualification question;
(3) The timing of the support or contributions in relation to the
case for which disqualification is sought; and
(4) If the supporter or contributor is not a litigant, the relationship,
if any, between the supporter or contributor and (i) any of the
litigants, (ii) the issue before the court, (iii) the judicial candidate
or opponent, and (iv) the total support received by the judicial
candidate or opponent and the total support received by all
candidates for that judgeship.117
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Both the Georgia and Tennessee rules successfully adopt Caperton’s due process
standard and condition the disqualification decision on a broad range of factors that could affect
judicial impartiality, including “the amount of direct contributions and independent spending, the
timing of the support, and the relationship between the campaign spending in question and the
total spent in the election.”118 Because of the overall comprehensiveness of the newly-enacted
Georgia and Tennessee rules, state supreme courts should pattern their per se campaign
contribution and spending disqualification rules after the Georgia and Tennessee rules.

IV. Conclusion
Thanks to recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions, the independence and impartiality of
judiciaries in states that elect their judges have been threatened by the weakening of restrictions
on the conduct of judicial candidates and with it the increase in permissible spending by special
interest groups and judicial candidates. These changes are not lost on the general public as
polling data reveal the existence of a strong perception that campaign contributions affect
judicial decision-making. These perceptions were recently reinforced by the results of ACS’s
Justice at Risk study, where the data compiled confirmed that a “significant relationship”
between business group contributions to state supreme court justices and the voting of those
justices in cases involving business matters.119
Swift action needs to be taken, but options on how best to proceed are varied. The most
comprehensive option is for states to replace the partisan judicial election system with merit
selection thereby eliminating the need for judicial candidates to raise and spend money in
judicial elections. Unfortunately, this option requires passage of a constitutional amendment,
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which can be a time-consuming process and merit selection has been found to be an unpopular
option with the public. Public financing is also a viable alternative because it eliminates the need
for judicial candidates to raise large sums of money and thus be beholden to special interest
groups when they are elected to the bench, but such systems are subject to the political whims of
general assemblies and with the recent Supreme Court ruling in Bennett, such public financing
systems might not be effective in the future.
The most viable alternative is for state supreme courts to adopt per se rules modeled after
the Georgia and Tennessee state rules requiring disqualification in cases where campaign
contributions and independent spending raise reasonable questions about a judge’s impartiality in
a specific case. What is most appealing about this alternative is that that these per se rules will
take less time to be adopted than merit selection or public financing and they will also help
protect sitting judges from the appearance of bias and impartiality following their election to the
bench.
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